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Table A. Results on the TextCaps [6] validation set. B-4, M, R, S,
C short for BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE L, SPICE, CIDEr, respectively. The oracle analyses are shown in the gray text color.

A. The OCR-CC Dataset
(a) Number of detected scene text in CC (~3.1M images)

Method
BUTD [1]
AoANet [4]
M4C [6]
MMA-SR [8]
M4C† [6]
TAP (Ours)
TAP†† (Ours)
M4C (GT OCR) [6]

(b) Number of detected scene text in OCR-CC (~1.4M images)

(c) Examples of filtered samples

(d) Examples of selected samples

B-4
20.1
20.4
23.3
24.6
24.3
25.2
25.8
26.0

M
17.8
18.9
22.0
23.0
22.9
23.4
23.8
23.2

R
42.9
42.9
46.2
47.3
47.3
47.7
47.9
47.8

S
11.7
13.2
15.6
16.2
16.5
16.9
17.1
16.2

C
41.9
42.7
89.6
98.0
99.9
105.0
109.2
104.3

Table B. Results on the TextCaps [6] test set.

Discarded images
#OCR words=0

Repeated
watermarks only

Method
BUTD [1]
AoANet [4]
M4C [6]
CNMT[9]
M4C† [6]
TAP (Ours)
TAP†† (Ours)
M4C (GT OCR) [6]
Human [6]

Selected images
Images with 3-10
Images with >50
#OCR words
#OCR words

Figure A. (a,b) The distribution of the detected scene text number
by Microsoft-OCR on the Conceptual Captioning (CC) dataset [5]
and our OCR-CC dataset. (c,d) Representative examples of discarded and selected images. We draw the OCR box over multiple
related words for visualization purposes. We note that each scene
text region contains a single word, e.g., four words “HYUNDAI,”
“INSPIRING,” “THE,” “FL” in the top left sub-figure of (d).

B-4
14.9
15.9
18.9
20.0
20.4
21.5
21.9
21.3
24.4

M
15.2
16.6
19.8
20.9
20.7
21.7
21.8
21.1
26.1

R
39.9
40.4
43.2
44.4
44.6
45.4
45.6
45.0
47.0

S
8.8
10.5
12.8
13.5
13.6
14.5
14.6
13.5
18.8

C
33.8
34.6
81.0
93.0
93.4
99.5
103.2
97.2
125.5

our OCR-CC, respectively. Similar to the distribution on
TextVQA [7] and ST-VQA [2], the majority of images contains 3-10 detected scene text regions, while a small portion
of images has a large number of scene text regions. Figure A (d) shows some representative selected images.

In this section, we introduce the details of building the
OCR-CC dataset
on the Conceptual Captioning
(CC)
Discardedbased
images
Selected images
Images with 3-10
Images with >50
Watermark only
noise
#OCR words=0
dataset
[5]. First,
we runDetection
the Microsoft
Azure
OCR
system
#OCR words
#OCR words
on all CC images (around 3.1 million). Then, we discard
the images that don’t have scene text (around half of the
CC images) or have watermark “text” only (around 5% of
the CC images). These watermark “text” records the source
image website/provider and are thus not related to the image content. Figure A (c) shows examples of the discarded
images, which either have no detected scene text or have
watermark “text” only. In the end, we select 1, 367, 170 images from CC as the images in our OCR-CC dataset. We
pair each selected image with a caption w for pre-training.
The caption text w is the concatenation of the original image caption wq in CC, the detected object labels wobj , and
the detected scene text words wocr . Figures A (a,b) visualize the distribution of the scene text number in CC and

B. TextCaps Results
Tables A, B present the full results on TextCaps [6] to
supplement the abstracted results in the main paper’s Table 3. We draw similar conclusions from Tables A, B as the
ones in the main paper. Specifically, “TAP” significantly
improves the non-TAP baseline “M4C† ” in all metrics with
the identical network architecture and training data. Our
TAP approach also outperforms the previous state of the
art [6, 8, 9] by large margins.
Furthermore, we compare TAP with the oracle numbers,
as shown in the gray text color at the bottom part of Ta1

bles A, B. “TAP” outperforms the “M4C (GT OCR)” that
uses ground-truth scene text detection in training and inference. Meanwhile, there still exists a gap between “TAP”
and human performance. We expect future studies focusing
on captioning to further reduce the gap, e.g., with better decoding step pre-training designed especially for captioning.

C. Hyper-parameters
We summarize the hyper-parameters used in the “TAP”
and “TAP†† ” experiments. We conduct experiments based
on the M4C [3, 6] and follow most of its hyper-parameter
selections, as shown in Table C. We highlight the changed
parameters in bold in the table.
• First, the max length
 of the extended text input w =
wq , wobj , wocr is set to 20 + 100 + 100 = 220.
• Second, we increase the max length of scene text vocr
from 50 to 100 when experimented with MicrosoftOCR. Compared with Rosetta, Microsoft-OCR generates more detected scene text regions in each image. For example, in the TextVQA dataset, the mean
and median of scene text numbers are 12.8 and 8
with Rosetta, and are 23.1 and 12 with MicrosoftOCR. With Rosetta, 3.5% of images contain more
than 50 scene text regions detected, while the percentage is 14.3% with Microsoft-OCR. To cover more detected scene text, we increase the max length of scene
text vocr from 50 to 100 when experimented with
Microsoft-OCR.
• In the experiment of “pre-training without extra data”
(“TAP”), we follow the same learning rate step and
maximum iteration settings as used in the fine-tuning.
In pre-training with OCR-CC (“TAP†† ”), we pre-train
the model for a maximum iteration of 480K and scale
the learning rate steps linearly.

D. Pre-train + Fine-tune vs. Joint-train
Results in the main paper’s Section 4.3 show that TAP
works well even without extra data. We hypothesize that
we can view TAP as a multi-task learning framework, and
obtain similar improvement by using the pre-training tasks
(MLM, ITM, RPP) as the auxiliary training loss. Therefore,
we explore an alternative training pipeline named “joint
train,” where the pre-training tasks are used as the auxiliary
losses together with the main answer/caption loss. Because
MLM and ITM tasks require “polluting” the input sequence,
we randomly select 50% of the samples in a batch to compute the pre-training loss and keep the remaining 50% unchanged for the answer/caption loss.
Studies show that these two training pipelines can
achieve similar performances, i.e., 49.91% for “pre-train
+ fine-tune” and 49.46% for “joint train” on TextVQA.

Table C. Hyper-parameters of the TAP experiments with and without OCR-CC pre-training, i.e., “TAP†† ” and “TAP.” We conduct
the experiments based on M4C [3, 6] and highlight the changed
parameters in bold. We detail these changes in Section C.

Hyper-parameter
(a) General parameters
max length of text word w
max length of visual object vobj
max length of scene text vocr
optimizer
batch size
base learning rate
warm-up learning rate factor
warm-up iterations
max gradient L2-norm for clipping
learning rate decay
(b) Pre-training parameters
learning rate steps (“TAP,” VQA)
max iterations (“TAP,” VQA)
learning rate steps (“TAP,” Caption)
max iterations (“TAP,” Caption)
learning rate steps (“TAP†† ”)
max iterations (“TAP†† ”)

Value
220
100
100
Adam
128
1e-4
0.2
2000
0.25
0.1
14K, 19K
24K
10K, 11K
12K
280K, 380K
480K

(c) Text-VQA Fine-tuning (TextVQA, ST-VQA)

max length of decoding step
learning rate steps
max iterations
(d) Text-Caption Fine-tuning (TextCaps)
max length of decoding step
learning rate steps
max iterations

12
14K, 19K
24K
30
10K, 11K
12K

Both methods significantly outperform the non-TAP baseline (44.50%). For “joint train,” we train the framework
for 120K iterations. Compared with “joint train,” one advantage of the “pre-train + fine-tune” pipeline in the main
paper is that the extra weak data with no answer/caption annotations can be more easily used.
The effectiveness of different TAP pipelines implies the
potential of improving other multi-modal tasks by incorporating pre-training tasks. Specifically, the pre-training tasks
can be used either in the “joint-train” approach to best preserve the main task’s training pipeline, or in the “pre-train
+ fine-tune” approach to benefit from the large-scale weak
pre-training data.

E. Qualitative Results
In this section, we present additional qualitative examples. Figure B shows the failure cases that can be corrected
by OCR detection. Figure C presents the failure cases of
our method. “TAP” occasionally fails on samples that require complex reasoning (Figures C (a,b)) or have incorrect
scene text detection (Figures C (c,d)). For example, in Fig-
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34824
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white bag?.
Base Prediction Answer: uni.
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Acc: 0.0.
Pretrain MSOCR Answer:
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Pretrain MSOCR
Answer+STVQA: cutfittep. Acc:
0.0.
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'uniqlo', 'aldo', 'aldo', 'aldo',
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Figure C. Representative
failure cases of “TAP.”
We highlight
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'5', '5', 'april', '4', '5'].
OCR tokens: ['2'].
MSOCR tokens: , PRE.

34644
down there on the bottom?.
Question: what is the largest
Base Prediction Answer: jack
measurement we can see on
daniels. Acc: 0.0.
this ruler?.
Base MSOCR Answer: snickers.
Base Prediction Answer: 40.
Acc: 0.0.
Acc: 0.0.
Pretrain MSOCR Answer:
Base MSOCR Answer: 40. Acc:
snickers. Acc: 0.0.
0.0.
Pretrain MSOCR
Pretrain MSOCR Answer: 40.
Answer+STVQA: honey. Acc:
Acc: 0.0.
0.0.
Pretrain MSOCR
GT Answer: ['hersheys',
Answer+STVQA: 40. Acc: 0.0.
"hershey's", 'hersheys',
GT Answer: ['50', ' 50', '50',
"hershey's", "hershey's",
'50', '50', '50', '50', '50', '50',
"hershey's", "hershey's",
'50'].
"hershey's", "hershey's",
OCR tokens: ['10', '20', '30',
"hershey's"].
'40', '5', '2002', 'T282'].
OCR tokens: ['[yellow', 'tail]',
MSOCR tokens: , 20, 30, 40,
'Honey', 'Maid', 'ei-hon',
2002, T282, 5.
'BUBBLY', 'OTBUBBLY', 'amply',
'1800', 'GASIE', 'PLAYING',
"JACKDANIEL'S", 'hange',
'Jennessee', 'Shmply', 'HONEY',
'Mnendte', 'HF', 'MEENT',
'864185'].
MSOCR tokens: , OSACCO,
PROSECCO, MOSCATO, [yellow,
tail, ]', STUMANTE, SHIRAZ,
Honey, GOLD!, Maid, ....., Bg,
of, whole, grain, ------, Task,
ISUNER, Guarante, 2, 50,
PLAYING, CARDS, FOOT,
BUBBLY, 2, HP, OOT, BUBBLY,
mply, 1800, CLASSIC, PLAYING,
CARDS, JACK, DANIEL'S,
GAMES, ALL, NATURAL, Frange,
CARTES, À, JOUER, Jennessee,
Simply, SPUN, HONEY, -CERCO,
TIS.LI, ......., ........., ........

ure C (a), TAP selects the scene text “cutfittep” on the black
bag as the answer, instead of the correct scene text “aldo”
on the referred white bag.
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